Intellectual Property Group 2021 Year in Review
This edition of the Intellectual Property Group Year in Review includes some of our notable
successes in 2021.
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Team Leaders: David N. Farsiou and Stephanie A. Lodise, Ph.D.
(Philadelphia)
A Assisted a global leader in generic and biopharmaceutical medicines by
securing an Orange Book-listable patent that has the potential to protect the
product’s exclusivity until 2038.
A Assisted a specialty pharmaceutical company by securing a critical patent
that was immediately asserted against two 505(b)(2) filers. Prior to the grant
of that patent, the client had no patent protection that it could assert against
those two filers.
A Handled 28 applications to allowance and/or grant for a private research
university in the fields of incorporating silyl groups into organic structures,
nanoparticle delivery systems for pharmaceuticals, photosensitive
compositions and methods of using the same, synthesis of prostaglandin J natural products, and
zeolites.
A Expanded an aerospace, arms, defense, information security and technology corporation’s
global patent portfolio in the field of energy storage by taking 65 applications to allowance
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and/or grant, specifically in the area of flow batteries, including electrolyte design, the
electrochemical systems and methods of manufacturing the same, bipolar plate design, and
analytical methods for interrogating these systems.

Harold Fullmer’s 2016
publication Patent
Prosecution: Advocacy
in the U.S. Patent &
Trademark Office has
been ranked No. 15 on
BookAuthority’s list of
“73 Best Patents Law
Books of All Time.”
BookAuthority compiles
its list by identifying and
rating the best books
in the world based on
recommendations by
thought leaders and
experts.

Cory C. Davis was
selected as a member
of Leadership Georgia
Class of 2022.
Leadership Georgia
will be celebrating its
50th year in 2022. The
program selects about
60 participants from
around the state to visit
five communities and
learn more about the
issues that affect the
state.

A BakerHostetler assists a supplier of scientific instrumentation, reagents and consumables,
and software services with the company’s technology in a number of areas – and on the
strength of our existing relationship and a new contact at the client, the client has engaged us to
assist with new patent work for their high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) portfolio. This
work includes new materials that may be used in sample preparation and also to improve the
company’s HPLC systems, which support a variety of labs for the separation and identification of
natural and synthetic compounds.
A In view of no patent coverage, our team filed six applications related to protecting high-value
prescription medicines for a pharmaceutical company. We recently received allowance for
Orange Book-listable claims via Track One prosecution directed to, for example, approved
dosing regimens.
A Successfully petitioned the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) to secure retroactive U.S.
foreign filing licenses for two major pharmaceutical companies. The petition process included
multiple rounds and multiple declarations in view of strict USPTO requirements.
A Successfully negotiated for our client, a developer of first-in-class small molecule therapeutics,
several patent option and license agreements with a university for small molecules potentially useful
for treating central nervous system disorders, hepatocellular cancer and melanoma.

Electrical, Mechanical, and Computer Science Prosecution Team

Team Leaders: Kenneth J. Sheehan (Washington, D.C.) and Steven B. Samuels
(Philadelphia)
A Representing a children’s hospital for its patent work relating to a
transformational technology for re-creating a womb-like environment for
neonatal premature birth care. The invention concerns a pod to contain the
infant in a synthetic amniotic liquid where the infant’s heart drives blood flow
through an oxygenator to “breathe” for the infant.
A Assisting a franchise of orthopedic and neurosurgery companies in
designing and clearing a new intervertebral implant product line over several
competitors’ IP.
A Have represented since 2006 a leading integrated manufacturing specialist
for performance-critical applications and power products, and work has
ebbed and flowed according to the company’s financial condition. Over the
course of the past year, the company has been ramping up its IP filings, clearance searches,
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license negotiations and interest in possible enforcement actions. In an interesting twist, in
order to take advantage of research and development tax credits in China, many of the client’s
applications are first written by us in English and then translated into Chinese for first filings in
China. Direct file and PCT applications claiming priority to those are then filed in the U.S. along
with subsequent national-stage filings in as many as 20 other countries.

Tayan Patel was
recognized in the
first edition of IAM
Strategy 300 Global
Leaders, which draws
from private practice,
consulting and other
service providers, with
practitioners from the
major IP markets in
North America, Europe
and Asia. Those
recognized come from
IP-intensive sectors such
as high-tech and life
sciences.

Cory C. Davis was
named to the Georgia
Trend 2021 Legal
Elite on its list of top
Intellectual Property
lawyers.

A BakerHostetler is a founding participant in the Patent Pipeline Program (PPP), recently launched
by Meta in partnership with the nonprofit National Council on Patent Practicum (NCPP) and
designed to increase the number of women and minorities within the patent profession.
Successful candidates will participate in a patent training program provided by the NCPP,
Facebook, BakerHostetler and the law firm FisherBroyles. We have committed to hiring at
least one NCPP-certified graduate as a technical specialist or patent agent at the conclusion
of the six-month program. The Meta IP team, along with the NCPP, launched the initiative to
encourage greater diversity among the ranks of patent agents and technical specialists. Program
participants will have the opportunity to work closely with in-house and BakerHostetler attorneys
to learn the mechanics of patent drafting and prosecution and to understand the business
insights that drive a company’s patent strategy.

Life Sciences Industry Team

Team Leaders: Lance L. Shea, M.S., J.D., and Hussein Akhavannik
(Washington, D.C.)
A Represented a Fortune 500 designer and manufacturer of injectable
pharmaceutical packaging and delivery systems. The client recently
consolidated all of its patent work with BakerHostetler, including patent
prosecution, freedom-to-operate studies and IP due diligence for mergers and
acquisitions. The IncuBaker team is also consulting with the General Counsel
to modernize the legal operations and software of its in-house team.
A BakerHostetler has represented a provider of specialty medical devices
since 2004. We recently advised the client on intellectual property issues and
transactional due diligence for a $275 million divestiture of various respiratory
product lines.
A BakerHostetler has been retained as exclusive global patent counsel for
a major supplier of consumer healthcare products. As exclusive global patent counsel,
BakerHostetler not only manages patent prosecution but also works closely with the client’s
business units in various jurisdictions, including Europe, Australia and the U.S., to address legal
issues surrounding product development, such as freedom-to-operate opinion and landscape
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searches. In addition, as needed, BakerHostetler assists the client with licensing and due
diligence matters.
A Following a competitive proposal process, a supplier of scientific instrumentation, reagents
and consumables, and software services selected BakerHostetler in 2021 as one of that
company’s preferred IP providers. After that selection, our client entrusted BakerHostetler
with drafting and prosecution responsibilities for a number of patent portfolios in the fields of
laboratory instrumentation, artificial intelligence-based cellular assay design, microfluidics and
rapid pathogen detection.
A Representing a franchise of orthopedic and neurosurgery companies in its procurement of
worldwide patent protection and rendering freedom-to-operate analysis and related opinions.

Lisa Collins, leader
of the firm’s Patent
Indemnification team,
was one of six finalists
nationwide in the
category of “Best
Mentor” in The American
Lawyer’s 2021 Industry
Awards, which were
held on Dec. 2, 2021, in
New York City.

Patent Litigation Team

Team Leaders: Daniel J. Goettle (Philadelphia), Kevin W. Kirsch
(Columbus) and Leif R. Sigmond (Chicago)

Lisa Collins was also a
national honoree in the
Women, Influence &
Power in Law Awards
2021, presented by
Corporate Counsel and
Law.com.

A BakerHostetler is representing a leader in the renewable energy industry
before the International Trade Commission in a worldwide dispute over patents
related to wind turbines. This includes U.S. and European contentious actions
where the parties are asserting patents against each other.
A The team is representing a pioneer in high-performance trading software in
district court patent litigation. This is a large, important and long-running matter
that already has been before the Federal Circuit. The client’s two patents
proceeding in this case have been successfully litigated and licensed in the
past and survived the PTAB in CBM, in which the team is also representing the
client. The jury awarded $6.6 million in damages to the client after finding both
patents valid and infringed.
A Obtained a very favorable verdict for our client, a global leader in broadband
technology and interactive solutions for the hospitality industry. The
plaintiff demanded $42 million in royalties plus attorneys’ fees for the client’s
alleged breach of a patent license agreement. Although the jury found that the
plaintiff breached the license agreement, the jury awarded them only around
15 percent of what they demanded, presumably because it found that our client did not infringe
most of the patents at issue. The jury also found in favor of our client on their counterclaim and
awarded them even more in damages than requested, reducing the plaintiff’s overall recovery to
less than 10 percent of its $42 million demand.
A The firm’s Patent Litigation team won a motion for summary judgment opinion and order in the
U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York for a case in which BakerHostetler is
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defending a prestigious television network, an inventor and entrepreneur, and a design
manufacturer. After extensive fact and expert discovery, the parties brought 270 pages of
briefing with cross motions for summary judgment. The 114-page opinion and order disposed
of 25 of 27 allegedly misappropriated trade secrets and ideas (leaving only a minor factory trade
secret claim and one idea claim), four out of five of the alleged contract claims, all the equitable
counts (unjust enrichment, quantum meruit and unfair competition) and one tortious interference
with contract. The team had already brought a successful motion to dismiss a copyright claim.
The team also successfully defended against the plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment,
prevailing on all issues except one affirmative defense. The win reduced the total value of the
claim by approximately 90 percent.

The Best Lawyers
in America© 2022
list recognized two
Intellectual Property
Practice Group attorneys
(Kevin W. Kirsch and
David A. Mancino) as
“Lawyers of the Year”
and 31 Intellectual
Property Practice Group
attorneys as “Best
Lawyers.”

IAM Patent 1000
recognized and ranked
seven offices and
19 attorneys in the
Intellectual Property
Practice Group.

A Obtained a complete victory via summary judgment in a U.S. District Court for the Southern
District of Texas action brought against an independent exploration and production (E&P)
company. The cases involve more than 100 alleged trade secrets and implicated dozens of
patents. The client retained BakerHostetler to take over the first Southern District of Texas
action. The team immediately brought a successful motion to dismiss that action for improper
forum. They then brought an AAA arbitration for breach of contract against the plaintiff, who
counterclaimed for ownership of extensive IP rights. The team brought a motion for summary
judgment of the counterclaim, which led to a voluntary dismissal. The team then successfully
prevailed against the plaintiff during an AAA arbitration trial that resulted in a substantial judgment
for our client. The plaintiff followed with a JAMS arbitration against another of our client’s entities.
The team successfully stayed the JAMS arbitration. iiiTec then brought a second Southern
District of Texas action, which mirrored the JAMS arbitration. Over an 18-month period, the team
aggressively worked to limit all discovery in the action, except for limited discovery related solely
to the client’s defenses.
A The PTAB sided with a BakerHostetler Patent Litigation team and client, a manufacturer
of commercial-grade food equipment, by rejecting claims in a fryer patent by the plaintiff
and denying a bid to amend them. The decision wipes out the only patent that the plaintiff
asserted against the client. The plaintiff’s lawsuit contended that the claimed invention covers
an improved frying method that results in more evenly cooked food and maintained oil quality.
The suit alleged that the client stole the patented technology and had been selling infringing
fryers to popular fast-food chains. The team filed an Inter Partes Review petition with the PTAB
challenging the patentability of all the claims. The team then brought a motion to stay the district
court proceeding pending the outcome of the IPR, which was granted. The PTAB then instituted
the IPR on three separate grounds under 35 U.S.C. Section 102, among other bases. The
plaintiff brought a motion for leave to amend under the PTAB’s new Pilot Program, which allows
patent owners to seek “guidance” from the board on motions to amend and try again. The
team opposed, prevailing on multiple grounds. However, under the program, the patentee was
given a second opportunity to modify its claims. The plaintiff substantially amended the claims
in response to PTAB insight and pressed forward with its second attempt. The team opposed
the motion for leave to amend again, raising numerous arguments against the patentability of
the modified claims. The team won on multiple grounds, with all claims in the asserted patent
canceled. The plaintiff was then forced to dismiss the lawsuit.
A The firm secured a rare pretrial patent victory in the Eastern District of Texas for a Californiabased gift card company. With a trial date just three weeks away, the judge issued an opinion
that recommended granting the client’s motion for summary judgment of noninfringement as to
all 13 asserted claims. The plaintiff had accused the client of infringing a patent relating to prepaid
gift cards. The court also stayed the trial date pending any challenge to the recommendation.
A The court began its decision by stating, “This patent case involves complex subject matter,
important, cutting-edge technology, and relates to several high-value contracts with the United
States totaling billions of dollars.” The United States Court of Federal Claims issued a claim
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construction order holding that the term “registration” is indefinite in the context of the claims
for our well-known technology client in the aerospace industry. This rendered three of the four
asserted patents invalid. The firm represents the client in the litigation, and the case relates to
advanced night vision goggles, thermal weapon sights and augmented reality. Despite the “clear
and convincing” evidentiary hurdle to prove indefiniteness and over vigorous opposition from
SAIC counsel, the court agreed with our position and held the patents invalid.

Technology & IP Transactions and Outsourcing Team

The Philadelphia Business
Journal’s 2021 list of
“Intellectual Property
Law Firms in Greater
Philadelphia” ranked
BakerHostetler as No. 1.

U.S. News – Best
Lawyers “Best Law
Firms” recognized and
ranked eight Intellectual
Property practice areas.

Team Leaders: Chad A. Rutkowski (Philadelphia) and Monica S. Verma (Cleveland)
A Assisted an integrated managed care consortium with the evaluation of RFP responses
to support an effort to consolidate the majority of the client’s information
technology (IT) outsourcing work. Upon selection of three vendors,
BakerHostetler assisted the client with the drafting, review and negotiation of
Master Services Agreement (“MSA”) relating to the provision of onshore and
offshore application development and IT services. The MSAs included a review
of issues relating to the protection of personal data, the ownership of IP, the
assignment of ownership, service levels and the development of business
continuity plans. In addition, since two of the vendors were located outside
the U.S., comprehensive and detailed provisions relating to enforcement and
the collection of awards outside the U.S. were addressed and negotiated. The
three MSAs with a term of three years are valued at $850 million.
A Assisted a global provider of professional information, software solutions
and services with the due diligence of all IT and IP issues relating to the
acquisition of a provider of comprehensive business services. The main asset purchased by
the client was software that was owned and licensed by a third party, which raised a number
of issues relating to ownership and continued licensing and access to the software. The
BakerHostetler team assisted with the diligence, the review and negotiation of the Purchase
Agreement, disclosure schedules, IP assignment agreements, a software license agreement and
an MSA for continued access to hosting, support and maintenance services.
A Worked on many technology transactions for multinational entertainment and media
conglomerate in the past year, including licensing agreements for consumer products, films
and digital productions; publishing agreements with agents, publishing houses, writers and
producers; clearances for film and digital media; marketing agreements; and content agreements
for digital media.
A Assisted on numerous IP due diligence matters for a digital cable television,
telecommunications and home automation services provider, including the review of due
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diligence materials and the negotiation of IP representation and warranties in the purchase
agreement.

The Intellectual Property
Practice Group earned
five practice area
rankings in Managing
IP’s 2020-21 “IP Stars”
program. Fourteen
BakerHostetler IP
attorneys were
recognized.

Lisa Bollinger Gehman
was appointed to the
International Trademark
Association (INTA) Law
Firm Committee for
the 2022-23 term that
began on Jan. 1, 2022.
This committee develops
member benefits,
services and education
programs specifically
designed for law firms
and guidelines for the
committee members to
serve as ambassadors
for new law firm
associate members who
join INTA.

A Have represented a software company since 2008, mainly assisting with state and federal
contracting associated with the licensing of its cloud-based, real-time situational awareness
platform for firefighters and wildfire management. Over the course of the past year, assisted the
client with a complete revamping of its contract template as well as privacy policies and privacy
compliance and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act compliance, and then
represented the company in a complicated sale of the business.
A Representing a developer of medical devices in licensing negotiations for software-enabled
medical devices to a large healthcare group purchasing organizations. Advised the company
on best practices in copyright licensing to limit access by third-party maintenance providers and
proper industry terms for the maintenance and updating of software on subject medical devices.
A Represented a tech-enabled consumer analytics firm in data lake configuration and an
analytics software license to analyze billions of dollars in annual promotional spend by a
multinational consumer goods company. Advised on IP and data ownership issues between the
parties as well as other deal points.
A Represented a data-driven distribution management software, services and solutions
provider in updating a value-added reseller agreement and SaaS and On Premises customer
templates for best-in-class industry terms for its rapidly growing inventory management and
enterprise resource planning business line, including securing proper data ownership rights.

Trademark and Copyright Team

Team Leader: Deborah A. Wilcox (Cleveland)
Our Trademark and Copyright team manages over 27,000 active trademark files, working
for many of BakerHostetler’s largest clients. In addition to strategizing with clients on filings
in any given country around the world, the team regularly files and defends
oppositions, sends and responds to cease and desist letters, files anticybersquatting cases, and works on due diligence projects, licensing and social
media issues.
A Represented a developer, manufacturer and supplier of pet food and pet
snacks marketed throughout the U.S. and internationally under various brand
names. We filed suit in the U.S. District Court for the District of Massachusetts.
The matter involved a number of nationally registered and common law trademarks, as well as
infringement and dilution, in a cross dispute. After months of negotiations, the parties reached a
settlement agreement.
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A Obtained a favorable outcome for an international software developer. The case began as
an opposition before the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (TTAB), and then the plaintiff sued
the client in the U.S. District Court for the District of Colorado. The parties attempted to settle
many times. Trial was initially scheduled for March 2020 but got delayed until June 2021 due
to COVID-19, and even then the client had to participate remotely due to international travel
restrictions. A week into the trademark infringement jury trial, the parties again attempted to
settle. On the eve of the second week of the trial, a worldwide settlement was reached. The client
was ecstatic with the results and very pleased with the BakerHostetler team.
A Assisted a national restaurant services company in a bitterly fought case in the Federal
Court for the Eastern District of New York involving a trademark used for restaurant services in
Woodbury, New York (by our client), and San Diego (by the opposition). The team was able to
hammer out a settlement after deposing the defendant’s general counsel, and on the eve of a
deposition of one of the defendant’s officers, the parties reached a verbal agreement (which took
six months of wrangling to reduce to writing due to the complexities of the case).

Nancy Frandsen, Robert
Horowitz, Mark Tidman,
Deborah Wilcox, John
Mueller and Heather
McDonald were again
named to the World
Trademark Review
1000.

World Trademark Review
1000 recognized
six attorneys in the
Intellectual Property
Practice Group.

A Served as an expert on U.S. copyright law to support a multinational developer of medical
devices, pharmaceuticals and consumer packaged goods in Dutch appellate court
proceedings against a manufacturer of knockoff surgical equipment addressing the scope of
copyright protection in the design of useful articles.
A Analyzed potential copyright liability and fair use defenses for a global leader in advertising
technology in their use of web crawlers to scrape social media sites in order to train artificial
intelligence data models to detect undesirable content.
A Advised a national insurance company on copyright misuse and right-to-repair issues to
combat copyright infringement claims lodged by claimant for our client’s use of refurbished
Internet routers and switches containing the claimant’s software.
A Embarked on a large copyright and trademark registration project for an Ivy League university.
In connection with the project, our team interviewed the main authors and several of the editors
of the voluminous written materials that make up the program and developed a spreadsheet
to determine which materials were copyrightable, who the relevant authors of each were, what
the appropriate publication dates were, etc. We successfully received dozens of copyright
registrations, as well as several trademark registrations, on behalf of our client, which is pleased
that its successful program is now fully protected.
A Represent a national restaurant chain in connection with its IP needs. In addition to assisting
the client in the management of its worldwide trademark portfolio, we counsel the client regarding
a host of issues that arise relating to both copyright and trademark issues, including providing
opinions on the use of trademarks and copyrights, writing and/or responding to claims of
infringement, and overall enforcement of its brands, both before the TTAB and before the courts.
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Business Development Highlights

The IP Practice Group
received 29 firm
mentions in the news. In
addition, our attorneys
were quoted 11 times
and produced three
bylined articles.

A See below to check out the Group’s 2021 podcasts and blog posts.
IP Podcasts (January 2021 – December 2021)
Podcast Name
When Fixing One Problem Creates Another: How
Patent Infringement Arises Out of Product Repairs

Chambers USA
recognized and ranked
15 attorneys and five
state bands in the
Intellectual Property
Practice Group.

Open Source is Everywhere: A Primer for Compliance
Navigating the Fine Line Between Obviousness and
Obviousness-Type Double Patenting

Date
2/10/2021

Timothy D. Casey

2/17/2021

Stephanie A. Lodise
Ph.D. and Tracy U.
Palovich Ph.D.

12/15/2021

IP Intelligence Blog Posts (January 2021 – December 2021)
Title

Legal 500 recognized
and ranked four
Intellectual Property
practice areas and 30
attorneys.

Speaker(s)
Aaron B. Rabinowitz

Authors

Date

Election Ballot Verification – A Patent Subject Matter
Eligibility Analysis

Gabriel Applegate

1/12/2021

The USPTO Harmonizes the Indefiniteness Standard
Used for AIA Trials Making it More Difficult to Find a
Claim Indefinite

Fabian Koenigbauer

1/14/2021

Steven Borsand

2/1/2021

Third Circuit Finds Pocky Trade Dress Functional,
Not Protectable

Lesley Grossberg

2/5/2021

Baked-In Apportionment

Jared Brandyberry

2/9/2021

Podcast: When Fixing One Problem Creates
Another: How Patent Infringement Arises Out of
Product Repairs

Aaron Rabinowitz

2/10/2021

Considering a Common Phrase as a Trademark?
Don’t Expect it to be Registrable.

Robert Horowitz

2/16/2021

Appeal Argues AIA Proceedings Are
Unconstitutional
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Federal Circuit Addresses Printed Publications
Under 35 U.S.C. § 102 and the APA Notice
Requirement in Inter Partes Reviews

Charles Carson

2/17/2021

Timothy D. Casey

2/18/2021

Tayan Patel

2/18/2021

Yeshesvini Chandar,
Nancy R. Frandsen and
Lesley Grossberg

2/22/2021

Does Your Patent Application Qualify for the PTAB’s
Fast-Track Appeal Pilot Program?

Tayan Patel

2/23/2021

Looking for Clarification on Means-Plus-Function
Claiming? Here Are 4 Things You Should Know

Phillip Wolfe

3/3/2021

Use of Infringement Disclaimer to Preserve
Favorable PTAB Decision

Mark Einsiedel

3/4/2021

For a Few Facts More

Scott Feldmann

3/16/2021

Lesley Grossberg and
Deborah A. Wilcox

3/18/2021

Kevin Flynn

3/23/2021

Derek Freitas

3/24/2021

Can a Plaintiff in the United States Recover Foreign
Patent Damages?

Michael Gannon

4/5/2021

The US Supreme Court Decides Oracle v. Google—
The More Things Change, the More They Stay the
Same

Chad Rutkowski and
Theresa Weisenberger

4/5/2021

Trademark Infringement and Jury Trials in Federal
Courts

Cory Barnes

4/6/2021

Today Is World IP Day – Make Your IP Work for You

Phillip Wolfe

4/25/2021

Proposed Fast-Track Copyright Registration Option
for Small Claims

Lisa Bollinger Gehman
and Deborah A. Wilcox

4/28/2021

Supreme Court to Decide Fate of Assignor Estoppel

Stephanie Hatzikyriakou

5/3/2021

John Hilten

5/10/2021

Good Faith De Minimis Use of a Mark May Defeat a
Claim of Trademark Abandonment in the Fifth Circuit

Robert Horowitz

5/11/2021

USPTO Implementing Trademark Modernization Act

Kevin Wallace and
Deborah A. Wilcox

5/27/2021

A Pattern of Deceit? SCOTUS to Consider Whether
Section 411(b) of the Copyright Act Imposes a
Mental State Requirement Akin to Fraud

Jacqueline Lesser

6/3/2021

Deborah A. Wilcox and
Gabrial Mitchell

6/28/2021

Fabian Koenigbauer

6/29/2021

Podcast: Open Source is Everywhere: A Primer for
Compliance
Recent Trends of Pilot-Eligible MTAs and
Complementary Post Grant Strategies
USPTO Provides Guidance in View of
‘Booking.com’

Blacklist Complaints: A Novel Tool Against Bad-Faith
Trademark Applicants in China
Answering Intellectual Property Questions From IPInexperienced Businesspersons
2020 Patent Litigation: Year in Review

Bio-Rad Co-ownership Defense Fails at the CAFC

Tips for Benefitting from a U.S. Trademark
Examiner’s Amendment
A Brief Overview of the USPTO’s Interim Procedures
Implementing Arthrex
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Appellate Hot Potato: Which Circuit Court Will Hear
a ‘Walker Process’ Appeal?

Jeffrey Lyons

7/13/2021

Federal Circuit Disregards ‘Manipulative Activities’ of
Plaintiffs in Deciding Venue Transfer

Jeffrey Lyons

7/14/2021

Website Advertisements and Copyright Fair Use

Cory Barnes

7/15/2021

“Teaching Away” – A Change To This Historically
Inconsistent Doctrine

Phillip Wolfe

8/6/2021

Lost Profits or Disgorgement?

Chunmeng Yang

8/16/2021

SY Custom, Inc. v. The Tailory, LLC: How To Fail
Proving a Genericness Case Before the TTAB

Robert Horowitz

8/24/2021

Federal Circuit Takes Judicial Notice of Wayback
Machine Evidence of Prior Art

Andrew Samuels

8/31/2021

No Wrong Notes: Federal Circuit’s Piano Factory
Decision Holds TTAB in Tune with Arthrex

Scott Skiles

9/21/2021

Circuit Courts Continue To Limit Preclusive Effect of
TTAB Decisions

Kevin Wallace and
Nancy R. Frandsen

9/22/2021

Courts Rule That AI Inventorship Can Rust in Peace

Alaina J. Lakawicz

10/6/2021

Federal Circuit Hints at Easier Service of Process on
Foreign Defendants

Cory Barnes

10/8/2021

Federal Circuit Requires Prior Art Be Analogous for
Anticipation of Design Patents

Jennifer M. Kurcz

10/12/2021

Identifying Novelty in Patent Harvesting Meetings

Gabriel Applegate

11/1/2021

Robert Horowitz

11/15/2021

Federal Circuit Requires Definitive Written
Description Support for Quantitative Values and
Ranges

Michael Schwartz Ph.D.

12/15/2021

Podcast: Navigating the Fine Line Between
Obviousness and Obviousness-Type Double
Patenting

Stephanie Lodise Ph.D.
and Tracy Palovich Ph.D.

12/15/2021

Mark Einsiedel

12/16/2021

USPTO Sanctions Chinese Law Firm for Fraud
and Terminates More Than 15,000 US Trademark
Applications

Lisa Bollinger Gehman

12/22/2021

USPTO Implements Trademark Modernization Act

Lisa Bollinger Gehman
and Deborah A. Wilcox

12/23/2021

Thinking of Registering a Service Mark That Primarily
Benefits Your Company? Think Again

Reasonable Expectation of Success’ Analysis Must
Be Tied to Claim Limitations
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